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In order to measure the power required to drive a machine
tool it is necessary to havg an intermediate device which serves as
an instrument to measure the work delivered to the machine tool
in a specified time. The most common type of instru lent used for-
th i s ] >urp o s 3 i s wha t is called a Bynamome t er
.
Kent's Mechanical Engineering Pocket Book gives the fol-
lowing classificat on of dynamometers: (1) Traction Dynamometers
used for determining the power required to pull a car or other ve-
hicle; (2) Brake or Absorption dynamometers in which the power
of a rotating shaft or wheel is absorbed or converted in to heat
by the friction of the brake; (3) Transmission Dynamometers in
which the power in a rotating shaft is measured during transmis-
sion through a belt or other connection to anothsr shaft without
be ing abso "b ad*
A Traction Dynamometer could not be used in the line of
work taken up by this thesis as it lends itself to other purposes
-
than the consideration of machine tools. A Brake or Absorption
Dynamometer deals with a condition such that the power developed
is absorbedin the instrument and is used more for calibrating
prime movers .A Transmission Dynamometer seems to be the only
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type of instrument that could he used along the line of this
thasis since it acts as an intermediate mechanism in the sys-
tem be two m the source of power and the machine involved in the
test
.
Transmission Dynamometers can he divided into two dis-
tinct classes; (1) Differential Dynamometers and (2) Belt Dyn-
amometers. While there are many different kinds of transmission
dynamometers they all involve one of two principles.
The principle involved in the differential dynamometer
is based upon the action of a train of four mitre gearsall of
which are fixed to the same casing. If we denote the driving
ge;n~ by A and the driven ge .r by B, then the axis of A and B
are at right angles with each other and B turns on a shaft which
acts as a laver arm from which the power being transmitted is
measured. The gear C meshes with B and its shaft has the sane
axis as that of A. The gear D rims upon the saae shaft as 3.
and meshes with C and A.
The action of tie belt dynamometer is such that a sin-
gle belt run. ling off of a driving pulley undar an idler, thmce
over the driven pulley and under another idler back to the drivas
The idlers, attached to the same rigid frame ara so set that the
angle for.ied by the belt lines of on-going and off-running belt
portions is 120°. The fraae carrying the idlars com.iuinic ,tes
with a piston operating in an o il-cylinder , the pressure exert-
ed by the resultant belt tensions being thus obtainable .
The dynamo Meter used in this thesis was one of the belt
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type and was designed and built by P. L. Drew, 3. S.,1904, Univaj*
sity of Illinois, submitted as a thesis.
The principle of this dynamometer can "be readily under-
stood by referring to Plate I. Por convenience in construction
we always have the lower belt portion the tighter one. If the
angle formed by the belt as it passes over the idler is .main-
tained at 120°, then the forces acting in the plane of the id-
ler axes are equal to the tensions in their respective portions
of the belt. These we may denote by C and C . Let us consid-
er one idler only and for convenience take the lower one. The
forces acting along the belt are A 1 and B 1 , their lines of act-
ion making an angle of 120° with each other and also at 120° with
the plane containing the idler axes. Denote the force which
holds A' and B 1
.
in equilibrium by C. As each force acts so as
to form an angle of 120° with the remaining two of the system
and A' and S 1 must be equal as they are in the same belt, there
being no force necessary to turn the idler, the force C must be
equal in magnitude to A 1 and also equal to 3' f a conclusion
easily arrived at either graphically or analytically . The line
of action of C is such that it bisects the angle of 120° formed
by the lines of action of A' and B 1 and of a sense that it may
have a component opposed to A 1 and B ' • A similar line of reason-
ing establishes the conclusion that when considering the other
idler, which is acted upon by the forces denoted by A and B, the
latter are held in equilibrium by a force C equal to A or B and
the latter two representing the belt tensions in the portions of
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the "belt passing over the idler in question.
Let us denote the forces which make pos i.ble the forces
C 1 and C as acting upon the idler frame "by R 1 and R respectively*
R* must necessarily he equal in magnitude to C, hut opposed in
sense; a similar relation holds for R and C .
Expressing algebraically, the following relations re-
garding magnitudes
:
A' = j'=C'=R» and A=B=C=R.
As the lo er portion of the belt is the tighter one, then R 1 is
greater than R and their difference will be the difference in
belt tensions. As the two idlers are attached to the same frame,
the two resultant of belt tensions, R? and R , Will subtract one
from the other • The difference represented by R 1 -R must then
be supplied by a force external to the frame in a sense opposed
to the resultant of the entire system of forces acting upon the
idlers and frame. This external force must be equal in magni-
tude to the difference in belt tensions. The force being known
and also the travel of the belt in fe :-t per minute we are able
to obtain the horse power that is being transmitted by the dyn-
amometer .
In the thesis of P.L Drew mentioned above an explanation
can be found of the method of transmitting the difference of belt
tensions by means of oil to the pistons of an ordinary steam en-
gine indie:.tor, the pencil point of the indicator drawing a gra-
phic record of this pressure on a moving chart. The several
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eonsiderations of oil-cylinder piston diameter , paper tra
to run spa 3d ratio 3tc. , are also taken up in detail in th
place •

-
I
-
OBJECT .
When the investigation of this subject was first under-
taken by the writer, t .e object in view was to us 3 the dynamom-
eter as it was originally built and to make tests on one partic-
ular kind of machine tool, for the purpose of determining the
power required to drive a certain machine under different condi-
tions and also of different sizes of the same kind of machine
tool. After looking over the dynamome ber and some of the previ-
ous tests , it was found necessary to overhaul the former before
further sat isfactors' tests could be attempted. This changed the
original plans to a certain extent, for the time expended in ov»
over hauling the dynamome ter would have to be taken from that
which was originally intended for tests. The object of this the-
sis
,
then, as it was taken up was to perfect the dynamometer so
far as possible and to calibrate for different speeds.
I
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APPARATUS,
The most important piece of apparatus used in the work
was the dynamometer. As has been stated, previously its condition
was not such that it could be relied upon for obtaining accurate
results. The problem of keeping the belt on the pulleys for va*»
iable speeds had never been successfully solved. After experi-
menting for some time it was found that by crowning the idlers,
putting the pulleys in line with each other, and replacing the
old belt by a new one this difficulty was overcome.
The device which was used to keep the frame of the id-
lers under control, consisted of a yoke of iron fastened rigidly
to the frame of the dynamometer. It was also fastened rigidly
to the frame of the idlers. This did not allow the idlers to
have a free motion of working up and down on the piston of the
oil-cylinder as they should have had. So flanged rollers were
placed on the shaft of the upper idler and allowed to run up
and down in guides which were fastened to the frame. These guides
were constructed so as to to be capable of adjustments in all di-
rections, thus allowing the idlers to be easily alligned •
The arrangement may be seen in the photographs on page 8,*.
One of the other defects encour red was in the paver
motion device shown by drawing on Plate II. It consisted of
the three drums A, B, and C turning on spindles which were fasten
ed to the brass table 7*. The drum B was turned by a small worm
Shaft which turned at a fixed ratio with the belt pulleys. This
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drum, v/as the one upon which the continuous chart was to "be taken
and as it v/as the only one which could run at a constant ang-
ular velocity ratio with the pulleys it should have regulated
the travel of the paper* The drum. A was the one upon which the
roll of blank paper was placed while drum C collected it after
the char L, was taken. The pull of the paper turned the drum A
,
but hte drum C was t urned by me..ns of the knurled disk D. The
disk was on a shaft running under the tuble P and was turned by
means of gears from the worm shaft.
The main difficulty with the device as described was
that the drum B, v/as unable to insure the desired ratio of paper
travel to pulley rim spe.:d. At times the winding drum C would
overcome the frictional grip of the drum B on the paper and the
paper would creep ahead while at other times the surface B would
creep ahead of the papc^r. This condition was due to the small
frictional coefficient as between the paper and drum surfj.ee of B
and also to the small arc of contact. The amount of relative me
tion between the surface of B and the paper which sgould have
been zero if properly operating, depended also upon the size of
the paper roll on the winding drum C; a small roll resulting
in the paper lagging, and a large roll causing the pajjer to qr.ee
This latter f ctor in the problem prevented the establishment
of a sat isfactory coefficient to be used in connection with the
payer travel and compelled the remodelling of the paper moving-
device •
The new paper moving device built to overcome this dif-
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ficulty enumerated above is sho'n in Plate III.
By placing two drums side "by side as shown Toy drums A
and B, Plate IV, and giving each drum a positive motion by treat-
ing the single worm-shaft E, it is possible to obtain a firm grip
on the paper which is led between the rolls
,
this insuring the
desired paper trar el. It is to be noted that the single worm-
shaft E, carries a left hand and a right hand worm of equal pitch
each engaging with a gear fastened to each of the drums A and
I; this arrangement compels each angular velocity magnitude of
A and B to be equal but in sense to be opposite. The paper takes
the course shown by the red line being first placed upon the drum
D • The accumulating drum C is driven by the friction plate G,
which is placed bet - sen two metal plates, the lower one being
fastened to the shaft and the other being fastened to the drum.
The tension carried upon the paper may be regulated by a thumb
nut at the top of the shaft as it bears upon the spring washer.
The worm-shaft being driven by direct positive motion, the papei
travel must have a fixed ratio with that of the pulley rim tra-
vel.
The old device by which the opera , or of the dynamometer
held a check on the angles of the belt, was somewhat uncertain.
It consisted of the pointer, shown in Figure 1, of Plate IV,
which -was screwed to the base of the machine. The pointer was
placed opposite to a mark on the frame of the idlers when the
belt v/as placed so as to make proper angles. This was replaced
by the system of levers, shown in Figure 2, Plate IV.
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The standard F was screwed into the frame of the idlsrs while G-
was screwed into the frame of the machine. The lever arms of D
"being one to one while those of B are as two to one the travel
of the point C is twice that of F. Thus when the "belt is set
at the proper angles the pencil in C is set on the "base line of
the chart and any decrease in volume of the oil can "be readily
seen while in operation, and can be replaced by forcing new oil
into the pipe system by means of the screw plunger provided for
this purpose.
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METHOD OP CONDUCTING TESTS.
After overhauling the dynamometer it was necessary to
calibrate it for different speeds and obtain the relation between
the B.H.P. absorbed after transmission and the H.P. indicated
on the chart as being transmitted through the machine . This was
brought about by belting from one shaft of the dynamometer to a
high speed steam engine
,
and placing a Prony brake on the other
shaft
•
Tests were run in this way at different speeds of the
machine, keeping the R.P.l'I. as near constant as possible with-
in each test. At each speed data was taken for several loads.
The tests were all run a duration of one minute and in each C:.Le
obtaining the R.P.^U • The brake was set so as to obtain a cer-
tain scale reading which was always kept constant throughout each
test. Prom this d ta the B.H.P. was computed and also the tra-
vel of the belt in fe :t jjer minute • This bjing known together
with the mean pressu -e on the oil cylinder which is obtained from
the indie tor chart, the I. H.P. may be obtained.
In order to determine the ratio of the belt to the paijer
travels, the lengths of several charts were measured .and cor-
responding lengths of belt travel were computed. Then by divid-
ing the belt travel in feet per minute by the paper trnvel in
inches per minute this const;;, it may be computed. The constant
thus obtainsd does away with taking the R.P.H. while taking tests
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